Is your company struggling with labor shortages & rising costs?

You need ARTIS on your team!
Blentech’s data analytics tool, ARTIS™, solves these problems. ARTIS™ is an AI enhanced historian system that contextualizes data to optimize and increase productivity while keeping your data secure using multi factor authentication. ARTIS™ can be enabled on any batch production or batch processing systems such as cookers and mixers and is capable of integrating with any platform. Schedule your demo today at blentech.com

ADDRESS LABOR SHORTAGE

- Reduce training timelines. ARTIS™ provides intelligence to assist less experienced workers.
- Enable remote workers. Lower the skill threshold for operators.

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

ARTIS™ creates autonomy with oversight. Optimized for productivity and machine life. Get more out of what you have for less.
Manage spare parts costs to fully optimize productivity across the board.

DEVIATION DETECTION

ARTIS™ daily reporting provides performance based on a benchmark to help you easily target and isolate unpredictable problem scenarios.
Deviations from normal steps are exposed to allow for immediate coaching and correction.

MINIMIZE START UP EXPENSES

Get up and running faster. Have better control of start up costs and time to productivity using ARTIS™ reporting.
More quickly detect problems and apply a solution.

MAXIMIZE EQUIPMENT LIFE

Real time tracking shows deviations to recipes or cleaning cycles.
Determine impact of changes using ARTIS™ batch analysis tool to reveal deviations from statistical norm. Measure Impact on parts and machine wear time

OPTIMIZED FOR MACHINE LEARNING

Convert problems into action when variables that matter are presented by ARTIS™.
ARTIS™ will tell you which matter; which matter together, and which matter in order of importance.

Contact us today at blentech.com to see ARTIS™ web portal and daily report.